
Results
The results of this thesis need to be summarised in a written report and will be presented to the ICVR in
a 20min talk.
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Workpackages
• Literature research on RDW and definition of quality critera
• Setup of a basic simulation environment
• Integration of chosen RDW concepts into your simulation environment
• Performance evalation of these RDW concepts
• Intermediate and final presentation
• Written report

Semester Thesis

Tasks
Your task is to research on RDW and analyse the various existing concepts. Based on this research, you
define quality criteria for RDW and setup a basic simulation environment preferably in Unity which allows
for a simple import of pre-recorded user trajectories. Furthermore, you implement chosen RDW
concepts from your literature research. In this implementation, you also combine the latest results of
ICVR’s own RDW approaches and test their effectiveness. Eventually, you evaluate and compare the
performence of your chosen concepts based on your identified quality criteria.
You will present your work in an intermediate and a final presentation to the ICVR lab. Finally, you will
summarise your results in a written report.
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Skills
• Programming Skills in C++ or C#
• Unity and/or VR experience is a plus
• Strong communication and interpersonal skills

Simulation Environment for Redirected Walking for 
Reactive and Predictive Approaches
Keywords: Virtual Reality, Redirected Walking, Simulation

Overview
In the last decade, many different approaches have been
discussed and presented, how efficient, effective and safe
redirected walking (RDW) applications can be achieved.
Besides improving with each newer approach, the ideal
solution has not yet been found. Further, even the general
means to accurately compare the various concepts are still
missing. In this context, a centralised simulation envi-
ronment can deliver a common ground usable to evaluate
the performance of these existing concepts.
In this thesis, you develop such a simulation environment
which reads previously recorded user trajectories, employs
various RDW concepts and evalutes specific quality criteria
for each of them.


